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ABSTRACT
In this work, we present a socially interactive agent able to adapt its conversational strategies to maximize user’s engagement during the interaction. For this purpose, we train our agent with simulated users using deep reinforcement learning. First, the agent estimates the simulated user’s engagement depending on the latter’s non-verbal behaviors and turn-taking status. This measured engagement is then used as a reward to balance the task of the agent (giving information) and its social goal (maintaining the user highly engaged). Agent’s dialog acts may have different impact on the user’s engagement depending on the latter’s conversational preferences.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Engagement ensures high quality user experience during human-machine interactions [7]. In information-giving context, studies have demonstrated that addressees’ level of engagement has a significant impact on their motivation, effort, and memorizing gains [16]. Therefore, one of the main challenges for an information-giving agent is to dynamically manage the conversation by selecting the best dialog policy to fulfill its task and to maintain user’s engagement at the same time.

Manually authoring optimal dialog policies for deep and complex scenarios can be overwhelming [9], especially when the agent has to adapt its behavior according to its user’s conversational preferences. Indeed, while some people will appreciate a friendly interlocutor that liven up the interaction with jokes, personal anecdotes or opinions, others would prefer interacting with someone that solely focuses on the task [14]. Hence the agent should find the right balance and timing for choosing between using a task-oriented dialog act or a socially-oriented dialog act.

One solution to teach conversational agents the optimal sequence of actions to perform is Reinforcement Learning (RL). Some agents rely on RL to add a social layer on top of a predetermined scenario by learning appropriate social feedback to express during an interaction [1, 4, 6, 15]. Others rely on RL to learn which optimal sequence of actions would help users achieve their task and maximize their engagement at the same time [11, 17]. However, these works consider one single policy for their agent to optimize. None of these systems adapt their conversational behavior depending on whether their users care about the social aspect of the interaction or not. Hence, our aim is to build a Socially Intelligent Agent able to adapt its conversational strategies depending on user’s conversational preferences and deliver a certain quantity of information while maintaining user’s engagement during the interaction.

2 OUR APPROACH
Our architecture is composed of 4 modules interacting with each other as depicted in the Fig. 1: a simulated user (SU) (see Section 2.1), an engagement estimator, a conversational preferences estimator, and a dialog manager. At each speaking turn, the SU module approximates the behavior of real users and generates a dialog act [13] and a sequence of non-verbal behaviors [5]. The agent then relies on its engagement estimator to infer the SU’s perceived level of engagement from the latter’s non-verbal behavior and turn-taking information, as in [12]. This estimation updates the dialog state. Depending on how the SU reacted to the agent’s previous action, the agent updates the estimated user conversational preferences (CP) using the CP estimator module. Next, the agent’s dialog acts...
manager produces either a task-oriented dialog act (ToDA) or a socially-oriented dialog act (SoDA) depending on the current dialog state and the SU’s estimated CP. Finally, the SU updates its own engagement according to the agent’s performed dialog act, and produces another dialog act and a sequence of non-verbal behaviors, updating the dialog state.

2.1 User simulator
To simulate users interacting with an information-giving conversational agent, we built the following user simulator.

Conversational preferences We rely on [8] to model SU’s conversational preferences. Each SU has one of the following preferences: (1) the SU prefers the agent to use SoDA and will disengage when faced with ToDA, (2) the SU prefers the agent to use ToDA and will disengage when faced with SoDA, or (3) the SU prefers the agent to use socially- as well as task-oriented dialog acts (SToDA).

Engagement function The engagement of the SU is updated at each turn according to the current simulated user’s state $s \in S$.

$$e_t = e_{t-1} + W(e_{t-1}) + l_{da}(t) + h_t - h_{t-1} + b$$

Where $e_{t-1}$ is the previous engagement value, and $W(e_{t-1})$ is a Gaussian function representing the weariness applied to the engagement value. $l_{da}$ is the impact of the conversation act. It is positive if it corresponds to user’s conversational preferences and negative otherwise. $h_t$ represents the history of the conversation act. A growing penalty is added on the engagement each time the agent uses a strategy to model tiresomeness faced to repetitions. $l_t$ and $l_{da}$ represent the non-linearity in engagement variation. $b$ is a Gaussian random noise to model the variability of human interaction.

Action selection Each turn, the SU outputs a dialog act and a list of non-verbal behaviors. As in [10], the SU is a finite state machine. The SU also generates non-verbal behaviors depending on its engagement level by randomly selecting a speaking turn in the NoXi corpus [2] where the novice shows the same level of engagement as the SU. The SU displays the same non-verbal behaviors as the novice in the selected turn.

2.2 Adaptive Agent
We endow our agent with the following components:

Engagement estimator The engagement estimator is trained using the NoXi corpus [2]. Based on [12][3] and our Boruta analysis of NoXi, the input considered are non-verbal behaviors such as arm openness, arm closed, head nod, head shake, head touch, smile, look away, and whether the user is talking or not. The engagement estimator is composed of 5 linear layers separated by leaky relu activations and dropout layers. The optimal width and depth of the model were determined using a grid search. The model performs with a mean square error of 1.41.

Conversational preferences estimator To estimate the user’s CP, we build a 2 layers LSTM neural network. The estimator takes as input the previous state, the previous action, and the obtained reward. The estimator computes two values: the probability that the user prefers the agent to perform social behavior and the probability that the user prefers the agent to focus on the task. This approach of CP estimation detects the CP of the user during a conversation between our dialog manager and user simulator with a mean square error of 0.2.

Dialog manager The goal of the dialog manager is to find the optimal dialog policy and to adapt its conversational strategies to its user’s estimated engagement and estimated CP. The dialog manager is a Deep Q Neural network (DQN) composed of 5 linear layers separated by leaky relu activations and dropout layers. The DQN is trained on 500000 epochs with a buffer of 10000, a discount factor gamma of 0.8 and an exploration factor epsilon starting at 0.95 and progressively decreasing towards 0.05.

The state of our dialog manager is: $S = \{user CP, agent’s DA, user DA, mean of the last 3 engagement values, number of turn, estimated topic engagement, historic of the number of time each strategy was used\}$. The action space is composed of 3 ToDA, 2 SoDA, and 2 neutral dialog acts. The reward function is crafted to balance the transmission of information and the engagement maximization.

3 OBJECTIVE EVALUATION
To evaluate our agent, we analyze the dialog act distribution generated after training (see Fig. 2). A one-way ANOVA is performed to compare the effect of the SU’s conversational preferences on the number of dialog acts generated by our agent. The one-way ANOVA reveals a statistically significant difference in the number of ToDA ($F(2,970) = 25.85$, $p = 1.16e-11$). Tukey’s HSD test shows that an agent that interacts with a SU who prefers SoDA expresses significantly less ToDA than and an agent interacting with a SU who prefers ToDA ($p< 2e-16$, 95% C.I. = [0.4, 0.8]) or than a SU who prefers socially- and task-oriented dialog acts (SToDA) ($p< 2e-16$, 95% C.I. = [0.4, 0.9]).

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we propose an agent able to adapt its conversational strategies to the conversational preferences of its users. The simulated users have conversational preferences determining whether they prefer an agent with socially- or task-oriented behaviors. These preferences influence the choice of users’ next dialog acts and engagement levels. The agent’s dialog manager is a DQN trained using RL to optimize both task performance and user’s engagement. The engagement is measured through an engagement estimator that takes as input the user’s non-verbal behavior and outputs the user’s engagement. A conversational preferences estimator is also developed to allow the dialog manager to adapt to the user. After training, we observe that our agent is able to adapt its behavior depending on the user’s conversational preferences. To extend this work, it would be interesting to train our model with a more complex user simulator and to evaluate our agent with real users.
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